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Part 1 – The One of Us Mobilization
On Saturday 7 May 2022, the Convention on the Future of Europe was held, organized in
Brussels by the One of Us Federation. You will find below a conclusion of the interventions.
THIERRY DE LA VILLEJEGU - Director of the Jérôme LeJeune Foundation, Vice-President of One of Us
France

Since its foundation, One of Us has been part of the European democratic debate: in 2014,
with its European citizens' initiative signed by more than 1.7 million European citizens, and in
2021 with its participation in the major European consultation entitled " Conference on the
Future of Europe” (CoFEU).
However, Emmanuel Macron's intentions to include the right to abortion in the Charter of
Fundamental Rights goes against the demands of millions of citizens. Those who are
highlighting the attachment of Europe to the values of the right to life, of respect for the dignity
of every human being. The future of Europe can only be built by strengthening these founding
values of the cultural, intellectual, social, and political heritage of Europe.
Young people have been entrusted with opening this Convention. They are mobilized in the
streets, on social media, in different associations, and are vibrant with energy and talent.
MARIE-LYS - Generation Pro-life
France

As a young Frenchwoman, Marie-Lys became the spokesperson for children threatened in their
mother's womb, pregnant mothers who ask for help, fathers who are destitute,
doctors who are too often forced to perform acts that go against their conscience.
France, despite what is being said, is no longer the country of human rights. It is a country
where the embryo is not considered as an individual but as a somewhat cumbersome
excrescence which we can get rid of, which does not respect life from conception (despite the
provision of the civil code). France is the European leader in terms of the number of abortions
per year.
France is the country where disabled foetuses can be killed without any limit, unlike the others;
it is a country where discrimination begins at the beginning of life. It is a country where children
are therefore not born free and equal in rights.
On the contrary, Poland is a sign of hope for Europe since it now protects foetuses suffering
from a serious malformation; it is a country that has listened to the people, and the initiatives
of the Polish citizens who demanded more protection of unborn children.
Young people will not stop fighting until France respects life from conception and
acknowledges equality between all. The early stages of our development should be no
exception.
HANS VAN DER BREEVART – Guido de Bres Foundation
Netherlands
Moderator in the exchanges of the 1st part.

JEANNE – Spokesperson for One of Us
Poland
ONE OF US has an unprecedented legitimacy in the European Union. Hence, it is the most
signed ECI of the 6 examined by the European Commission. Faced with this success, which
gave it democratic weight, One of Us mobilized for the major consultation organized by the
European Commission: The Conference on The Future of Europe. It also garnered the greatest
number of comments for its publication “Protecting vulnerable human life: a value of Europe”,
winning the first place in the final report.
Throughout 2021-2022, One of Us has continued to bring together citizens from all the
countries of Europe to make the voice of the smallest of us known, to defend life in front of
the serious danger represented by the European institutions.
In fact, these threats against the right to life are multiplying today in Europe: the intentions to
include a right to abortion in the Charter of Fundamental Rights, to make it a founding value
of the European Union without which States can no longer obtain European funds via the
extension of the conditionality mechanism, alignment with the policies presented as the most
progressive in terms of women's rights and abortion with the Simone Veil Pact, obsession with
the voluntary interruption of pregnancy, the prohibition of which would henceforth be
considered as violence against women condemned by the Istanbul Convention, censorship and
criminalization of pro-life speech, suppression of pro-life organizations from democratic
debate... These are all acts taken and proposed by the European Union and praised by its
institutions. We must therefore react to these new threats, and defend those countries that
oppose them, such as Poland.
BAWER AONDO-AKAA – Doctor of Theology
Poland
It is becoming very urgent to react to European threats to the right to life.

ROUND TABLE – For life, let's stay mobilized!

MARIA - I See Life
Malta
Maltese youth rise to protect life. The organization "I See Life" was founded by young people
to support women who experience an unwanted pregnancy.
She points out that young people are often afraid to speak out for life. The cliché that pro-life
organizations are made up of hostile, older conservative adults need to be removed. Young
people also mobilize for life, and base their reflection on knowledge and education, on factual
data, figures, and statistics.
The role of the new generation is essential in the fight for life and for mothers. To defend life
is to defend women and mothers. We must remember that the human being is unique, that

the death of the innocent in the womb of his mother must be prevented, that all life is
precious. We must never forget that every child in the mother's womb is also one of us.
CLOTHILDE – March for Life
Belgium
The defence of life by young people is essential because the right to life is undermined in
Belgium:
- Regarding the beginning of life:
Abortion is no longer in the criminal code, and a recent bill (2020) would like to extend the
legal period for abortion to 18 weeks, shorten the withdrawal period to 3 days, remove all
proposals for aid or 'alternatives (which is already the case in practice), delete the conscience
clause.
It is therefore even the freedom to choose life that is undermined.
- Concerning the end of life:
Euthanasia was decriminalized in 2002 and in 2014 it was opened to minors.
Today, Belgium is moving towards the legalization of euthanasia for people with dementia.
Since March 2020, no rest and care home can refuse to perform euthanasia. Moreover, we do
not talk at all about palliative care, which is a solution to pain, which soothes and reassures
patients and their families.
Therefore, the March for Life, with the association CLARA Life, are mobilizing in Belgium both
with pregnant women and people at the end of their life.
CAMILIA – Heart to heart
Italy
Restoring the undeniable link between life and women who are the best defenders of children
in utero: this is the goal of the Italian pro-life movement “Heart to Heart”.
It consists first in revaluing the culture of proximity, which finds its origin in the ethics of
motherhood”, via the very special bond which unites the mother to the child who grows inside
of her.
Then it is about recognizing that this child growing inside of her is one of us. Therefore, this
child has the right to human dignity, like any human being.
And the voice of women is fundamental because in the heart of every woman lies the
recognition that every human being has dignity from conception.
Therefore “Heart to heart” proposes a cultural operation that places on the same level the
demands freedom for women and the defence of the right to life of conceived children.
ALIETTE – Marche Pour La Vie
France
La Marche Pour La Vie is a movement that was launched in France following the Veil law. It
now brings together more than 20,000 people each year in the streets to defend life from
conception until natural death.
In France, laws increasingly threaten the lives of unborn children, those at the end of life, the
freedom of doctors. And what is coming is even sadder since Emmanuel Macron has just been
re-elected and plans for Europe to include the right to abortion in the Charter of Fundamental
Rights.
These are the reasons why young French people are mobilizing, and they will keep mobilizing
as laws continue to violate the right to life and respect for all human beings.

Part 2 – Defending the cultural foundations of Europe
JAIME OREJA – President of One of Us
Spain
The event organized by ONE OF US takes place at a crucial and symbolic moment for 2 reasons:
on the one hand, 9 May marks the closing of the conference on the future of Europe, and on
the other hand, the war in Ukraine, which began last February, which tells us a lot about
Europe and its future.
All this reveals to us the unhealthy obsession with reinventing human nature, the culture of
life, the family, trying to replace, substitute and destroy a social order based on Christian
foundations with an implacable and growing social disorder; the suicidal obsession that Europe
has ceased to be Christian, as claimed by President Macron, who wants to include abortion in
the European Charter of Fundamental Rights.
Europe is obsessed with gender, transhumanism, abortion, lies, forgetting the truth, that is to
say: the necessary culture of defence, energy security for our independence, and above all,
the moral and spiritual dimensions, and religious values of Europe, of our civilization and of
Europeans.
But better late than never: it's time to change, starting with ourselves.
“We cannot be part of a complicit silence, in the face of the cultural process which is led by a
dominant ideology”.
“We Europeans, who defend the Christian foundations of Europe, must know how to stand
together. You must know how to add up and devote time to the sum of believers and nonbelievers, but who defend the same foundations”.
We must be humble, but at the same time ambitious. And we must be able to present a cultural
alternative based on the defence of life, capable of freeing the intelligence of Europeans from
a dominant mode, as Remí Brague reminds us of and as we did centuries ago against slavery.
We must sow a cultural alternative, starting from the mobilization, the sum, the illusion of
many young people.
Europe needs our existence, our presence, our courage, and our capacity for struggling to
defend the truth, our conviction in the Christian foundations of our civilization at this critical,
decisive, and crucial moment.

ELISABETTA PITINO – Member of the Executive Committee of One of Us
Italy
Moderator of the second part of the convention

1st panel: The culture of life in Europe: human dignity and family.
ANNA ZABORSKA – Former Member of the European Parliament
Slovakia
We could ask ourselves: How to promote the protection of human life and its dignity in
politics? The question "HOW?" should always be preceded by a reflection on the question
"WHY?". Why is society so concerned about the protection of human life and its dignity for
everyone? Nobody forces us to have an abortion, nobody orders us to take hormonal
contraceptives, nobody forces us to ask for euthanasia. So why can't we accept the freedom
of others to decide for themselves? Quite simply because, for solidarity and justice to work in
society, everyone's life must have the same value. And because, just as death is the only
reliable indicator of the end of life, conception is the only reliable indicator of its beginning.
Any other definition carries a huge risk that its acceptance will lead to a massacre in specific
situations. If we now return to our question "HOW?" By acting, in public debate, in accordance
with the obligation of consistency imposed on us by our conception of life.
If we say that the main reason for changing the view of unborn human life is that the life of
every person at every moment of his existence is the highest value for society,
we must promote this principle consistently in all policy areas.
The dignity of man, his freedom before God, his family, solidarity among peoples and
awareness of his own imperfection - these should be the sources of our convictions and our
political actions. These values are deeply rooted in every European nation.
Europe was born from these values. By denying them, we would be denying ourselves.
Europe will be what we want it to be.
PAOLO FLORIS – Director of Public Administration and member of the Family and Life
Committee
Italy
International law has always struggled to define the legal nature of the EU: it is made up of
technocratic institutions, which is why it cannot draw an "identity".
common European".
How to think about the construction of a new institution whose objective is the specificity of
the European identity?
After the Second World War, most of the population had access to a “mass freedom”, which
no longer found in political institutions the capacity to respond to it. And Europe found itself
in the front line faced with this demand for social, institutional, and economic freedom. But
one of the results of this freedom has been to reduce man to a consumer.
Therefore, the political response must be a constant search for evidence. We see this clearly
in human rights: the most important human rights are so obvious that they do not even need
to be codified. The first of these rights is the right to life. Today this right is reduced to a
“medical service”. It is undermined by the questioning of the principle of the unavailability of
life.

A civilization can only be human if it cherishes human rights, the right to life, and particularly
that of the weakest and most fragile, the smallest. The right to life implies considering
everyone as a subject and not an object.
Abortion is a wound for the world. It is at the origin of so much poverty: for women, with the
denial of motherhood for men, by the devaluation of paternity; for the family, due to the lack
of acceptance of children; for society by weakening the bond of mother-child solidarity which
is the foundation of human coexistence.
Europe must therefore look to the future with hope and courage, reaffirming that every child
conceived is one of ours, and the future of humanity.
2nd panel: The defense of freedom for the future of Europe: conscience, religion, expression.
MICHEL GIHNS – Philosopher
Belgium
What is freedom, a sort of magic word that creates consensus? Today, freedom is conceived
as the absence of any constraint. Everyone is supposed to be free to decide what is good or
bad for themselves; there is no truth except for oneself.
The consequences of this conception are dramatic. There is a = limit to my freedom: it is that
of others. But if to be free is to free oneself from all constraint, I can decide myself that the
embryo or an Alzheimer patient are not really humans and represent a weight and an obstacle
to my freedom. It then becomes legitimate to put an end to their existence, especially if they
do not have the capacity to freely oppose my will.
Against this postmodern ideology of freedom and truth, we must refuse any type of
discrimination between humans and forcefully affirm this truth: unconditional equality
between all human beings. Authentic freedom is the perfect coincidence between what we
want and what we are in depth; it is to live in adequacy with what is inscribed in our human
nature.
Such freedom can only be deployed with absolute respect for all human life, without
exception.
ROCCO BUTTIGLIONE – Former Member of the European Parliament
Italy
We demand a free cultural debate on the right to life of the unborn child. We protest against
the ban on asking the question: is the unborn baby a human being? The debate on this issue is
far from settled. I limit myself to stressing the fact that millions and millions of Europeans are
deeply convinced that he/she is a human being and has the right to life. We are ready to listen
to arguments to the contrary, but we do not accept some sort of new Inquisition persecuting
those who defend the rights of the unborn child and excluding them from civil debate.
The United States Supreme Court is likely in the coming weeks to rule that abortion is not a
constitutional right. The law of many European States (Italy and Germany among others)
considers abortion not as a right but as a moral evil which, for certain reasons, is not legally
prosecuted. It is unacceptable to elevate it to the level of a fundamental right.
We are ready to listen to the pain and suffering of women who do not want to continue their
pregnancy for various reasons. A fair debate on abortion must seek policies that defend the
child by strengthening the alliance between the mother and the child, which reconcile the
freedom of the Mother with the right to life of the Child. This means policies that support

women and give them the freedom to become mothers. We know that in our society, this
freedom is severely limited. Our struggle is not a struggle against women. It is a struggle for
both the child and the mother.
3rd panel: The defence of truth for the future of Europe
CHRISTIAN FREI – Philosopher – One of Us cultural platform
Germany
We live in a peaceful Europe with fundamental values such as freedom, democracy, equality,
respect for human dignity, human rights and the rule of law, solidarity and the protection of
all.
However, liberal, and secularized states live in conditions that they themselves cannot
guarantee. History illustrates this well:
Before, eugenics was a theory accepted by many. With the Nazi assassination program, most
societies abandoned this theory. But the idea has not completely disappeared; it is only with
molecular biology research that we know that the assumptions about genetic determinism
were wrong and that there is no race in humans.
The question is how can Europe preserve a socio-political homogeneity of fundamental values
in conditions of freedom? A liberal state structure is not in a position to impose on its citizens,
by coercive means, a model of common values.
The European Commission has invested in the fight against discrimination by mainstreaming
gender into research and innovation, and by funding its promotion. This fight against
discrimination is necessary, but the granting of substance establishes a form of very strong
pressure on the States, by which the Commission wants to ensure the socio-political
homogeneity of post-modern “fundamental values” such as gender. But in doing so, it leaves
the terrain of what is in essence a liberal state structure. Anyone who does not submit receives
nothing from Brussels. Thus, by jeopardizing a fundamental value (freedom), there is a conflict
with democracy.
How could we defend here the truth as we have recognized it and not at the same time commit
ourselves to the unconditional validity of the rights of freedom? Gender is like eugenics: it is
based on the premise that sex is socially determined: we separate biological and social sex. But
is this the reality? If we reinvent the human being in a way that does not correspond to his
nature, we will no longer be able to rebuild society. And someone will pay the price: the
marginalized...
ARTHUR ALDERLIESTEN – Philosopher, ethicist, author
Netherlands
In Dante's Divine Comedy, Benedicta is responsible for accompanying Dante from the gates of
heaven to God, after the poet Virgil guides him through hell and Mount Purgatory. We can ask
ourselves: where in these three empires (hell, purgatory, or paradise) do we find freedom?
Freedom may be false, infernal, but in its essence, it is heavenly, because the truth
will set them free (John 8:23). The question of freedom must be linked to the question of truth.
Freedom is one of the values that should characterize Europe. But freedom is then considered
as the accumulation of a maximum of individual choices. And that's a lie. In a community, one
person's freedom is limited by another's freedom. Only a blind ideology of absolute relativism

does not see it. Freedom cannot be understood and deployed without responsibility and
“unlimited love”:
The responsibility. Freedom without responsibility descends into chaos, disorder: it is the rule
of the strongest who will reign, to the detriment of the weak. The freedom of abortion leads
to the destruction of innocent human life, as does the cultivation of embryos for scientific
research. And the freedom for a doctor to decide to euthanize patients suffering from
dementia is not the freedom that Europe should promote.
-Will the weak soon be sacrificed to the community in the name of freedom?
“Limitless Love”: Love protects and cherishes the vulnerable. German theologian Dietrich
Bonhoeffer said, “Weakness is sacred; therefore, we dedicate ourselves to the weak.
Weakness is not imperfection in the eyes of Christ. On the contrary, strength is imperfection
and weakness is perfection”.
The growth of freedom, which goes hand in hand with the growth of responsibility, also means
an orientation towards truth. Our era of post-modernity and post-Christianity is sometimes
referred to as the "post-truth-era". They say the time for truth is behind us. The fact that the
truth sets us free refers us to Jesus Christ. It also inspires us, as the Pro-Life movement, to
stand up for the truth: for responsible and honest treatment of truth and truthful action.
4th panel: facing general threats in Europe
FERENC HÖRCHER – Director of the Academic Institute of Sciences
Hungary
After experiencing Russian Communist oppression, and deliverance with the fall of the Berlin
Wall, Hungary was invited to join the European Union. It was a Europe much closer to the spirit
of the movement initiated by Adenauer, Schumann, and Gaspari after the Second World War.
It was another Europe; there was a chance that the two Europes, the Western part and the
Eastern part, could find the path of reconciliation and the procedure to make Europe stronger.
But the story took another direction: the financial crisis of 2008 broke the backbone of
the European economy. This crisis was followed by the migration crisis, poorly managed by the
German Chancellor. Meanwhile, gender ideology, LGBTQ issues and the sex abuse scandal
have led to a general attack on Europe's remnants of Christian culture. Forced secularism and
ideological atheism were already present in the lively debate on a reference to the Christian
roots of the European Union in the debates on the European constitution, which led first to
the rejection of any reference to it, then to the failure of the 2005 referendum to ratify the
text in France. This refusal of the French electorate to follow the elites is all the more surprising
since France was also one of the driving forces behind the movement towards an ever-closer
union.
The fight against Christianity joined by gender activism have been important pillars for the left
to achieve supremacy in Europe. They enabled the attack on the traditional notion of marriage
and the value of family life.
This is how Europe no longer has the possibility of having a common narrative to defend its
values on the market of ideologies. Moreover, European demographic indicators are low, with
a few exceptions. However, without this positive indicator, no community can claim that it is
in an ascending phase. In fact, a declining number is clear evidence of the decline of the
foundations of a civilization. In this sense, what is Europe if not a civilization in decline, no
longer ready to defend itself?

To repeat: we live in a time of global threats. The COVID-19 epidemic is still present, and
Europe must once again live with a new threat of the use of weapons
nuclear, following the Russian attack in Ukraine. When differences cannot be resolved,
negotiating partners can easily revert to the use of arms to settle the conflict.
The challenge facing Europe in this respect is whether it can find the means to set up its own
self-defence forces, to keep a watchful eye on its borders. What is true on the military level is
also true on the cultural and spiritual level: Europe must defend its historical achievements,
and with them the prospect of a promising future, under the constant attacks of the armies of
the ideologies of the left radical revenge and repudiation.
ALOJZ PETERLE – Former Prime Minister
Slovenia
What the founding fathers of the EU did after the Second World War was the most
conservative, progressive, and historic decision at the same time. They placed man at the
centre, not a country, a leader, or an ideology. The EU started with the concept of man.
The basis of European construction, before the 1st Community Treaty, was the cultural
foundation of the new European construction: respect for the human dignity of everyone. The
concept of "unity in diversity" and that of "soft power" are rooted in this fundamental equality.
The first two articles of the Charter of Fundamental Rights, which is part of the Lisbon Treaty,
are:
"Human dignity is inviolable. It must be respected and protected" And "Everyone has the right
to life".
Our problem is that we disagree on who "everyone" is and what it means to respect human
dignity in today's scientific, technological, societal and political environment. Europe disagrees
on the identity of the unborn child or even denies that it is "who". This means that we do not
share the same understanding of man and life.
- What can we do together if we do not agree on the essentials? This is what the Conference
on the Future of Europe should pay attention to. Do we remember what Robert Schuman and
Jacques Delors said: Europe cannot survive without its soul. The economy is not enough. It is
not necessary to say that the soul presupposes life.
We are gathered here today because we believe that a good future for Europe can only be
built on the foundations laid by the founding fathers and a strong culture of life. There are
a few decades ago, dignity was a key word, today that word is life. We do not see this as a
matter of ideology, but of survival. Does anyone believe in a Europe without Europeans?
Eighty years ago, freedom and peace were key words in Europe. The response of the founding
fathers to all totalitarianisms was based on two main ideas: respect for human dignity and
work in community. Today, peace is still at stake, but the new European keyword is life. The
will to live with others in a peaceful community, sharing the same fundamental values and
principles, means above all a greater respect for life.

Conclusion
REMI BRAGUE – Philosopher and academician, cultural platform of One of Us
France
After the European citizens' initiative One of Us which had collected nearly 2 million signatures,
today it is a question of "clarifying the conception that we have of Man". Our anthropology is
the foundation on which the civilization we inherited rested. It is the project of the founders
of the European Community, now European Union. This is why today it is a question of
reminding Europe of what it is, of the principles which have made it possible, and which have
made it a historic success. Talking about the fundamental principles of European civilization is
no longer self-evident. Because there is an intellectual terror, a soft terror, in favour of certain
representations of the world and of Man. A discreet terror but all the more effective and
therefore dangerous. It excludes certain questions in advance, while claiming to be “without
taboo”; it sanctifies certain
“advanced”; it arranges for tax money to subsidize organizations that work in “good sense”,
i.e. against common sense; she leaves the so-called embarrassing questions to comedians and
guilt. We are not the first to feel a form of pressure and try to resist it. This is work that will
have to be repeated. It is time to say who we are, today, heirs of those who have defended the
reason, freedom, and dignity of each man, and this for a long time.
long: Saint Gregory of Nyssa (against slavery), Innocent III (against the participation of clerics
in ordeals), Adam Tanner and Friedrich Spee (against witchcraft trials and torture). The great
investigators of the years 1830-1840 who denounced the misery of the working class: Friedrich
Engels, Alban de Villeneuve-Bargemont, Charles Dickens. The workers of the socialist
movement, the parliamentarians
who passed the first laws limiting child labour and those who banned the slave trade? Our
action is in line with these precursors. And we don't pretend to be anymore
intelligent or even better morally than the others. But we have “a sharper view that allows us
to perceive the human more clearly where others only see the biological, the
economics, politics. We see free and inherently dignified people, where others see only
consumers, potential voters, even cannon fodder or sex objects.” In ancient Greece, women
and children were not considered human. And the universalism that some Stoics had begun to
preach was spread by Christians: "There is no longer either Jew or pagan, free man or slave,
man or woman." It is because of this broader view that we refuse to play one of these
dimensions against the other: the man against the woman, the rich against the poor, the adult
against the child... We only defend only one interest: that of humanity, not one interest. We
seek to extend protection to those who cannot yet do so, or who will never be able to do so,
or who can no longer do so. Some respond that we are not forced to do anything, so why
prevent what others want? But it is to protect those who cannot. For example: in times of war,
we support those who are weak. And there are more or less weak people: the workers can
meet in a union; the colonized can revolt without violence or with weapons… But how can the
foetuses, the handicapped and those who are in a coma defend themselves?
Today, what we are committed to: life, reason, the search for truth, freedom, the equal dignity
of all people... could be taken for granted. In the past, this was not the case: it was simply
necessary to enforce these obvious facts. But, whatever the pink or black image of our past,
we live in an era where we must reaffirm these obvious facts. Chesterton said: "a time will

come when we will light pyres to burn those who dare to remember that two and two make
four, when we will have to draw the sword to defend the right to say that, in the summer, the
leaves on the trees are green”; here we are. It is therefore a question of the truth, and of the
duty and the right to seek it, to understand it, to publish it.
Not "to each his own truth", nor even the truth of a country or a civilization, of an era, of a
class, of a sex. No. The truth of every person, around which a community can gather in peace.
Solzhenitsyn was talking about the worst suffering inflicted by the ideological regime: it is not
scarcity, it is not lack of freedom and oppression. But it is the obligation to lie in order to
survive. Today, a new form of lying reigns: it is not a lie imposed by a political police. But our
societies encourage people to be silent; and “refusing to speak already leads to media
ostracism and risks leading to social ostracism tomorrow.” “Will we be listened to? It's not our
fault if our weak voice clashes in the concert. It is most often a silent concert. It is the deafening
silence of all those who vaguely feel that they should speak up. But, as they think they are
alone in seeing what they see and thinking what they think, they allow themselves to be
intimidated and prefer to leave the microphone to sleepers and liars. Why do we speak? We
have not chosen to feel responsible, however many, for what concerns all men. We did not
choose to feel compelled to speak. We have only one fear, and that is that future generations,
if there are any, will accuse us of not assisting a civilization in danger. Woe to us if we are silent!
»

